Optimal multi-asset trading with Markovian predictors is well understood in the case of quadratic transaction costs, but remains intractable when these costs are L 1 . We present a mean-field approach that reduces the multi-asset problem to a single-asset problem, with an effective predictor that includes a risk averse component. We obtain a simple approximate solution in the case of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck predictors and maximum position constraints. The optimal strategy is of the "bang-bang" type similar to that obtained in [dLDPB12] . When the risk aversion parameter is small, we find that the trading threshold is an affine function of the instantaneous global position, with a slope coefficient that we compute exactly. We provide numerical simulations that support our analytical results.
Introduction
Classical financial theory asserts that future price moves are unpredictable. In fact, all sorts of anomalies have been found that contradict the efficient market hypothesis: prices display some degree of predictability, which can be exploited by asset managers through statistical arbitrage strategies.
However, transaction costs (fees, spreads and market impact) make these strategies all but profitable when the underlying predictive signals are not exploited properly. Optimal trading in the presence of costs has become the focus point of the asset management industry, accompanied by a growing academic literature [AC01, CJP15, Gu16, BBD18] . One famous example is the Garleanu-Pederson solution for optimal trading in the presence of quadratic costs (i.e. costs that grow as the square of the trading speed). In that case, the solution essentially amounts to slowing down the predictor, using an exponential moving average with an appropriate friction [GP13] . The problem is much less analytically tractable in the case of linear costs (i.e. trading fees or bid-ask spread). Trading in that case becomes discontinuous: when the signal is too small, it is better not to trade at all, see e.g. [DR90, SS94, MS11, dLDPB12] . More complicated cases, with both linear and quadratic costs, or more general cost functions, have been considered as well, see e.g. [MMKS17, LMKW17, RBdL
However, most of the results in the linear cost case concern the single asset problem. Determining the shape of the no-trade region in the multi-asset case is a quite formidable problem, for which no analytic solution exists in the general case. The aim of the present paper is to extend the formalism of de Lataillade et al. [dLDPB12] to treat the multi-asset problem with linear transaction costs, a maximum position constraint on each asset and a quadratic portfolio risk penalty. We propose a mean-field approach to the problem that we claim is exact in the limit of large portfolios, provided the number of common risk factors remains finite. In this case, the problem boils down to the single-asset problem solved in [dLDPB12] , with a modified predictor that includes a (mean-field) risk contribution. The statistics of the modified predictor must be self-consistently determined.
We provide an explicit solution of the mean-field problem in the case of an independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck predictor for each asset and a single common risk factor. In this case, the risk-aware predictor is the sum of two independent arXiv:1905.04821v1 [q-fin.PM] 13 May 2019
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Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, for which the boundary of the no-trade zone cannot be obtained exactly in full generality. Approximate solutions are found in the empirically relevant limit where the risk aversion term is small compared to the prediction component. We find that the boundary of the no-trade region is an affine function of the risk, with a slope coefficient that we compute. We also provide numerical simulations that support our analytical calculations. Several extensions of our work are suggested in the conclusion.
2 Background: single-asset optimal trading 2.1 Formulation of the problem
In [dLDPB12] , the authors consider the following one asset optimal trading problem: an investor must determine his/her signed position π t at time t, when he/she receives a signal p t that predicts the next price change r t = P t+1 − P t , with the following constraints:
• The signal is such that E [r t |p t ] = p t , and follows a discrete Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, i.e. p t+1 − p t = − p t + βξ t , where ξ t are iid, N (0, 1) random variables.
1
• The risk control is a cap on the absolute size of the position: ∀t, |π t | ≤ M .
• Each transaction of size Q = |π t+1 − π t | generates some linear cost = ΓQ.
The investor wants to maximize his/her long term expected gain, by choosing optimally the sequence of positions π t over a period [0, T ], with T → +∞.
The two-threshold solution
At first glance, an obvious solution could be to take a position ±M whenever the predictive signal |p t | exceeds the cost Γ. This strategy generates a positive gain, but there is no reason for it to be optimal. In fact, this strategy does not use the auto-correlation time of the signal p t , nor its persistence. It is paramount to observe that a decision taken now will influence future trading and future transaction costs. Using a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman approach, one can prove that the optimal trading strategy π
The optimal threshold q * is such that expected profit obtained by keeping a positive position when the predictor starts at q * and remains in [−q * , q * ] is equal to 2Γ times the probability to reach −q * before touching q * . When the predictor follows a discrete Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, one can derive an exact formula for q * , which reveals three regimessee Fig. 1: 1. Weak predictabilities -β Γ 3/2 : q * ≈ Γ (note that β −3/2 is the typical integrated gain expected from the predictor).
Intermediate predictabilities -Γ
3/2 β Γ:
This is the so-called continuum regime result, which is also the most interesting in practice. The Γ 1/3 dependence of the threshold first appeared in [DR90, SS94] , see also [MS11, LMKW17] . 3. Strong predictabilities -β Γ: q * ≈ Γ. This is for instance the regime corresponding to a white noise predictor ( ≈ 1), for which the intermediate regime disappears. The absence of correlation between time steps means that the predictor has to beat the linear cost for a trade to take place.
The multi-asset Ornstein-Uhlenbeck problem
In this section, we extend the framework described in [dLDPB12] to a multi-asset setting. 
The set-up
We now consider trading a universe of N financial assets, i = 1, . . . , N , where N is a large number (typically, a few hundreds/thousands). We assume that the returns of these assets are described by a covariance matrix C ij . Without loss of generality, we assume that the volatility of these assets are all equal to unity (we can always rescale the positions π i for this to be the case).
We also assume that the predictors p i t for each asset only concern the idiosyncratic part of its evolution, and are thus mutually independent. Their dynamics are given by independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes:
with predictabilities β i and correlation times 1/ i possibly all different. Risk control is enforced through two types of constraints: a maximum position per asset |π i | ≤ M i , and a risk penalty related to the variance of the portfolio returns, R = ij π i C ij π j . Our investor wants to maximize his/her long term gain, factoring in linear costs and risk, i.e. (with self-explanatory notations):
under the constraint |π i | ≤ M i , ∀i, and where λ is a risk aversion parameter. The corresponding HJB equation is obtained by introducing a value function V t ( π, p) that obeys the following recursion equation:
This general problem boils down to the one considered in [dLDPB12] when N = 1 and λ = 0.
The mean-field limit
In order to make progress, we henceforth assume that the covariance matrix derives from a simple one-factor model, such that C ii = 1 and C ij = ρ (i = j), where |ρ| < 1. (Our method should apply to more complicated covariance matrices with a hierarchical block structure, provided the number of blocks remains small compared to N ). For this particular choice of risk model, one can rewrite the risk penalty, in the large N limit, as
where
√ N is the total net position of the portfolio. The whole idea of the mean-field approach in statistical mechanics is that, for large N , R t can be treated as an independent random variable, because its correlation with each individual π i tends to zero as N → ∞. In this case, the N -asset problem decouples into N (quasi)-independent one-asset problems, with modified, risk-aware predictors and value functions V i t (π, p, R) that obey the following recursion relations:
t+1 (π t+1 , p , R )dp dR , (7) where θ := λρ √ N . The subtle point here is that the statistics of R t has to be self-consistently determined by the solution to all one asset problems, each of which is solvable -in principle -using the formalism of de Lataillade et al. [dLDPB12] . Unfortunately, this task is still daunting in general. Our goal is to solve the problem in the formal limit θ → 0, i.e. when risk aversion is small enough. In the next section, we first show that, in the limit N → +∞, R is itself an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with computable parameters.
Asymptotic dynamics of the mean-field
Our strategy is to derive the dynamics of R in the limit N → +∞, when each single asset problem boils down to the problem solved in [dLDPB12] . For simplicity, we consider the problem in the continuous time limit (corresponding to all i 1), where the predictors are independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes:
For each asset, the single-asset optimal strategy from [dLDPB12] is characterized by an optimal threshold q * i > 0, and is such that π i t ∈ {±M i } for all i, t (possibly after a short transient that we neglect in the following). By symmetry of the predictors, we have:
The positions are thus Bernoulli random variables. For a given t, the (π
(which are assumed to be independent). Using the central limit theorem, we obtain that for all t,
N is asymptotically (N → ∞) Gaussian. More generally, using the vector form of the CLT shows that R t is asymptotically a Gaussian process. In fact, in what follows, we will prove that R t asymptotically behaves as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process when N → +∞.
Let us now write the infinitesimal variation of R t as
where ξ i = 1 if position i switches from −M i to +M i between t and t + dt, −1 if position i switches from +M i to −M i , and 0 otherwise. The statistics of ξ i conditioned to a certain value of R t is given by:
where the first term in the right hand side corresponds to the (stationary) probability that p i crosses the threshold q * i between t and t + dt, that we will call J i dt and compute explicitly in the next section. It corresponds to the rate of trading of asset i.
The second term is the conditional probability to find asset i at its maximum (resp. minimum) position ±M i , for a given value of R t . In Appendix A, we show the following result, valid for large N :
We therefore obtain, to order dt,
Hence, since (ξ i ) i=1..N are independent variables, R t+dt − R t is asymptotically Gaussian, with the following moments:
whereJ
is the average rate of trading, weighted by the square of the maximum positions.
Asymptotically, the mean-field risk is thus an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:
From this expression, one can compute the stationary variance of R t , given by
which is independent ofJ. The variance of the predictor p i , on the other hand, is given by
The order of magnitude of the risk aversion term θR t is therefore θΣ, to be compared to the scale of the predictors,
We will consider the limit θ → 0, which is understood as θΣ p * i , for all i = 1, ..., N . In conclusion of this section, we have shown that provided each asset is traded using an independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck signal with a no-trade region, the resulting mean-field risk term is itself an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. This conclusion is valid for a larger class of Markovian predictors as well, and for the full self-consistent problem where each asset sees a modified predictor that includes the risk term, since for this problem too the optimal solution has a "bang-bang" nature with a no-trade region. Eq. (13) will therefore still be valid, but the explicit computation ofJ is simple only when θ → 0, to which we now turn.
A theory for the trading rates
In this section, we want to compute the trading rate J i for each asset i, assuming that trading is dominated by the predictor (θ → 0). For notational simplicity, we temporarily drop the index i. Let us now introduce the following conditional probability Q + (p, t)dp := P (p t ∈ [p, p + dp]|π t = +M ) .
(18) Since p t follows a continuous time Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, the density Q + (p, t) satisfies a modified Fokker-Planck equation:
with a boundary condition Q + (p = −q * , t) = 0, describing the fact than when p touches the lower threshold −q * , the position flips from +M to −M . This occurs with a rate J, given by
The last term in the right hand side of Eq. (19) corresponds to the inverse process: the transmutation of −M positions into +M positions when the predictor touches +q * , which occurs at the same rate J (by symmetry).
In the stationary limit, we thus obtain the following equation:
The solution of this equation leads to
which must also be such that
(p)dp = 1. Introducing a := β −2 = p * −2 , we finally obtain:
which is indeed such that J = β 2 /2Q +,st. (p = −q * ). The normalization of Q +,st. then leads to:
dx dp + +∞ q * e −ap 2 dp q * −q * e ap 2 dp .
Note that q * p * ⇐⇒ J , and conversely q * p * ⇐⇒ J: the inter-trade time J −1 is much smaller (resp. larger) than the correlation time of the predictor −1 when the no-trade region is small (resp. large) compared to p * , corresponding to small (resp. large) linear costs.
Recall that all these results are in fact i-dependent and that the parameterJ describing the dynamics of the mean-field R t is obtained as a weighted average of the J i with weights M 2 i . We are now in position to derive how the no-trade thresholds q * i are modified in the presence of a (small) risk term.
6 Optimal thresholds for a double Ornstein-Uhlenbeck predictor
The general setting
We are thus faced with an effective single asset problem with a modified predictor that is the sum of two independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, one coming from the signal, and the other coming from the risk. This new predictor can be constructed from a two-dimensional stochastic process X t = (p t , R t ), with p t and R t independent (due to the mean-field approximation). Its dynamics writes (in all the following sections, we again skip the index i):
where W t is a two-dimensional Brownian motion with independent components, A = 0 0 2J and B = β 0 0 2M √J .
For our problem, only the combination s t = p t − θR t appears in the optimization problem, Eq. (7). (Note that in the continuous time limit, E [R t+dt |R t ] = R t ). Adapting the arguments of [dLDPB12] , we expect that the optimal trading strategy is again of the "bang-bang" type between +M and −M , but with thresholds on p that become functions of the current value of R t , i.e.:
• Switch to the maximum allowed position +M when p t ≥ q + (R t ).
• Switch to the minimum allowed position −M when p t ≤ q − (R t ).
• Otherwise, keep the previous position.
More precisely, the equilibrium between expected risk-adjusted gains and expected transaction costs can be expressed through some functions P ± (p, r) and L(p, r) as the following path integrals:
X0=(p,r), −q−(r)<p(z)<q+(r),∀z∈]0,T φ [
with w = (1, −θ);
and
where T φ is the first hitting time of one of the boundaries q ± (r). Note that, by construction, P − (p, r) + P + (p, r) = 1. Using these definitions, the conditions fixing the optimal no-trade boundaries are (see [dLDPB12] ):
Equivalently, using the two-dimensional Brownian dynamics of X t , these functions are the solutions of the following backward Kolmogorov equations:
with boundary conditions:
These equations are hard to solve in full generality. In the following, we obtain the exact solution in the special, symmetric case = 2J, and an approximate solution in the small θ limit.
The symmetric case: an exact solution
Let us assume that = 2J. In this case, the modified predictor s t = p t − θR t is a one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, namely:
withβ := β 2 + 2 Σ 2 θ 2 . Hence we are back to the problem considered in [dLDPB12] . In the interesting regime Γ 3/2 <β < Γ, we therefore obtain a threshold for s t :
or, translated into thresholds for p t : q + (r) = q + θr q − (r) = −q + θr.
These expressions have a simple interpretation: when the net position is positive (R t > 0), any positive signal to buy must exceed an increased threshold q → q + θR t for taking some extra risk, and vice-versa when the trade is such that |R t | is reduced.
General case: approximate solution
In some regimes, we can find approximate solutions of Eq. (30). In particular, we are interested in the case in which θ → 0, that is to say when trading is mostly driven by the predictors and not by the risk constraint. In this case, we also know from Section 5 how to calculateJ exactly. We will assume that we are in the continuous regime Γ 3/2 < β < Γ for all assets, which translates (see Eq. (2)) into q p * and J . In this regime, the predictor beats its costs with some significant probability (see [dLDPB12] ). Then: Theorem 1. Assume that θΣ p * and J . Then the optimal thresholds are given by, to order 1 in (q * /p * ) 2 :
where q * = 3 2 Γβ 2 1 3 is the threshold without the risk constraint, q 1 = q * 1 − 1 3 aq * 2 its order 1 version and:
Proof. See Appendix C.
Observe that when 2J = , we find that E = 1 + O(a 2 q * 4 ), and we recover precisely the result for the symmetric case derived in the previous section.
More generally, the slope E of the risk correction term Eθr decreases towards 0 as 1/J. AsJ increases, the memory of the mean-field process shortens. In the limit where the risk contribution to the modified predictor becomes a white noise process, it must indeed become irrelevant in determining the optimal trading strategy (E → 0).
Numerical Simulations

Dynamics of the mean-field
The results of Section 4 and Section 6 are easily confirmed with numerical simulations in the case where the predictor often beats its threshold (q * p * ). We simulate the case where N = 100, predictors have identical dynamics (here, β = = 10 −3 ), identical trading costs Γ, and there is a unique maximum position M = 1, and then run the "bang-bang" strategy on these predictors with a given threshold. We then compute the dynamics of the average position by maximum likelihood estimation. Results are shown in Fig. 2 . We compare three ways to recoverJ: via simulation of R t , via the approximation valid whenq 1 (Eq. (24) ), or via a direct computation using the integral formulation Eq. (23). Remark also that we can obtainJ in two different ways. Indeed, if the dynamics of the average position R t writes:
then we can identify the parameters using Eq. (15) from
As a sanity check for the dynamics of the average position, we can check that these two ways of obtainingJ yield the same value. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Dependence of the threshold on risk
To check the correctness of our main analytical result, Eq. (36), we ran simulations to determine the optimal correction E to the original threshold q * when the risk correction is present, for various values ofJ. Results are shown in Fig. 4 . Our set of parameters is:
With this set of parameters, we have: The first two regimes match our assumptions. The third regime is needed (see [dLDPB12] ) to get q * ≈ . The algorithm to find the optimal correction E for a fixed value ofJ is similar to the one used in [dLDPB12]:
• We choose a set of values E 1 , ..., E k distributed over a range that contains the theoretical optimal E.
• We generate two long random paths (p t ) t∈[0,T ] with the dynamics of Eq. (3) and (R t ) t∈[0,T ] with the dynamics of Eq. (15). We choose T = 2, 500, 000.
• For each value of E n , we simulate the behaviour of the corresponding strategy (using q ± (r) = ±q 1 + Eθr), and obtain the P&L, taking into account the risk-corrected gains (p t − θR t )π t and the costs Γ|π t − π t−1 |. • We select the value E j with the maximum total P&L, and choose new values E 1 , ..., E n for the possible optimal correction, uniformly distributed around E j , and restart the same process. We repeat this loop three times in Fig. 4 . Remark that the agreement is not perfect, because the regime q ± (r) p * is not totally fulfilled here (q ± (r) ∼ 0.3p * in our case). WhenJ tends towards /2, we saw that E = 1 + O((q * /p * ) 4 ), and so in this case, the correction does not matter much. Hence, as seen from the left part of the graph, the simulation is closer to the analytical result.
Conclusion
In this paper, we developed an extension to [dLDPB12] in a multi-asset setting with a quadratic risk constraint. The coupling between the assets induced by the risk constraint makes this problem difficult to solve in the general case. However, in the limit of an large number of assets, a mean-field approach allowed us to rewrite the problem as N single-asset problems, where each individual predictor is a linear combination of the original predictor and the instantaneous global position on all assets. The dynamics of the global position is shown to be Ornstein-Uhlenbeck. When the risk control is small, we showed that the optimal strategy is similar to the one of the single-asset case, except that the thresholds become dependent on the instantaneous global position. We described this effect both quantitatively and qualitatively through numerical simulations.
This result could be extended in many ways, for instance by considering the case of more general correlation matrices. We believe that an extension of our 1-factor risk model to a k-factor risk model (corresponding to block-hierarchical covariance matrices) should still be analytically solvable using the same ideas, with k independent mean-field risk terms each with its own Ornstein-Uhlenbeck dynamics. Another direction would be to move beyond first order in the risk aversion parameter θ. This would first require obtaining the dynamics of the mean-field beyond zero-th order. It would be interesting to prove mathematically that our mean-field approximation is exact as N → ∞, and that the optimal strategy remains of the bang-bang type to all orders in θ.
Appendices A Conditional value of π i knowing R By definition, the mean-field R is given by:
where S i = ±1. The joint distribution of all signs, given R, is formally given by
where Z is a normalization constant and δ is the Dirac delta. Using a Fourier representation and summing over all S j , j > 1 leads to the following expression for P (S 1 |R):
For N → ∞, the product over j tends quickly to zero unless λ → 0, which is the saddle point of the integral over λ. Therefore:
Performing the Gaussian integral and dropping terms independent of S 1 finally leads to
Now, introducing Σ 2 = i M 2 i /N , one finds, in the large N limit:
Since "1" here plays no special role, the same result holds for any i.
B Asymptotic expansion for J
We expand the equation for J in two different regimes, namelyq 1 andq 1. Usingq = q * /p * with p * 2 = 1/a leads to:
dx dp + +∞ q e −p 2 dp q −q e p 2 dp = 2ξ
In the caseq 1, we easily find:
Hence:
In the caseq 1, we get, by integration by parts:
2 dp q 0 e p 2 dp (50)
2p 2 dp C +
2p 2 dp (51)
We can now expand I 1 by cutting the interior integral at x = 0:
dx dp (54)
dx dp (55)
p 0 e x 2 dx dp ≤q
C Proof of Theorem 1
Justifying this result requires to also be in the regime aq ± (r) 2 1. However, remember that we proved earlier that the regimes J and aq ± (r) 2 1 were equivalent. Using the symmetry properties of L and P − under r → −r and p → −p, we can expand these functions as:
Even though we defined the function P + , we do not need to expand it, since P − = 1 − P + . We can plug these expressions in the PDEs, and look at the first order terms in p and in θr (we expanded the two functions at a sufficient order in p and θr so that we catch all the terms at first order in p and θr in the PDE). We obtain:
Subsequently, we get four conditions on the constants:
Using the boundary conditions gives:
Aθr + Bq ± (r) + Cθrq ± (r) 2 + Dq ± (r) 3 = 0 A + A θr + B q − (r) + C θrq − (r) 2 + D q − (r) 3 = 1 A + A θr + B q + (r) + C θrq + (r) 2 + D q + (r) 3 = 0.
Simultaneously, we use the fact that: 2Γ.
This re-writes:
B + 2Cθrq − (r) + 3Dq − (r) 2 = 2Γ B + 2C θrq − (r) + 3D q − (r) 2 B + 2Cθrq + (r) + 3Dq + (r) 2 = 2Γ B + 2C θrq + (r) + 3D q + (r) 2 .
At first order in θr, let us define:
q ± (r) = q ±,0 + E ± θr.
Expanding the boundary conditions Eq. (61) to first order in θr yields: 
The first boundary condition in Eq. 
At order 0 in aq 2 ±,0 , we immediately obtain that q −,0 = −q +,0 . In the following, we will denote, as in the main text, q * = q +,0 = −q −,0 .
Using the third and fourth boundary conditions in Eq. 
It follows that q * = 
Let us now obtain a more precise expression of q * (at first order in aq * 2 ). We will write q 1 = q * 1 + λaq * 2 , the "new" q * that we want to obtain for the following computation. The first equation of Eq. (67) gives: 
This quickly yields:
